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Preface.

.

This submission. is part of the final repolt on the University of
t, 4 .

Western Ontario (U.W.04-Preschool Project. The project was Initiated
,

1

,t -

'in,the acaderic year 1973-74 when the Department. of. PsYchology opened

its new laboratory preschool. Its ,general aims were to obtain a better'

children

from economically disadvantagedhomes, andsto'test the "ir versibility-
'1 ,

sit,,still held by some, that the adaptive.abilities of young.

understanding.of the characteristics a.hd abilitiesiof Oanadia

hypot

1
children can not be modifidd

It became, however, in part,

'obtained were used to assist

effectively after the age or thre years.

5

a development project, in that the data
,

in the design and evaluation of the 'educational

:0-
program. Alsoi?because suitable measures for assessing certain types of

abilities were'not available, a significant-amount of time was invested

in developing such measures.

to assess

Finally; some eXperimental work was also-done
-'

. ..

the immediate iMpact'of specific program variables.
..

y
.

in.the four academic Year:, which ended i the spring of 1977Mord than
4 .

100 children have been involved in the\projeCt;03- from families with:low!'
.

-- ., -- p 1

I

incomes and the rest from familits with medium to high incomes. idf the low- .

income children 19-were 'enrolled iz the laboratory preschool and.24 in local

nurseries, but all of the high-incomd.children were in the preschool.

-. Most of-tia-'-eubjectS were selectee_ at the ,age of approximately'three years.

in the hope that they O.ouid be stildled over a'two-year Period. However,

attrition in this sample watetighh especially at the end of the first year;

.and. although 60 PreschoOJ:and 9, day nursery subjects completed one acadeMic
4.

year:only,:50 cOMpleted*, as well,.a:second year:

. c



In addition to the subjects who were enrolled as threeLyear -oldS

. ;..
there were some. °the= who were enrolled as figur-yeartolds and attended

the prograM for onlY, one year Thes,e older subjects ,ikcjuded. to

'assess the effects of/early versus late pretchool entrance. on perfo

in both the, preschool and the pri.marS, gresles. The findings obtained 'with

this pirticular group of subjects will not, hoWever-, be ..disCussed here.
.

In the present report, the development of the three cohorts of

(,
. - children who entered, the., program at) the age, of - approximateli. three- years

cr

(in 1973,1974,1975,_ respectively) and stayed),in it for either one or two -

full aCademic years is desCribed, The focus is on program evaluatiOn.

The program''was ;changed over time. in an attempt to meet .the .apparent needs

of th0 low-income grouP. The effects of these changes are examined as well

as the over -all, compensatory impact, of .the prograM.
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Program Development and Assessment

. , - _ . @

liThe most.controversial issue in the field of early education t day, .
.

.

1

continues to be about the.amcunt of "Structuren9which is appropriate in

early education program. The word "structure", Used in this conte t',

not easy to define. Essentially,/it refers to the extent to which

are instructed, br the extent to 'which teacher Prer inning of the

space, equipment, curriculum- content: and the like r-directs the kinds

activities . in which the children. engage.. For example a , traditio

. Montessori school the teaching materials are structured. In a DISTAR

( tereiter & Engelraann, 1,966) the 'aced c content to, be taught

.the teaching methods are structured .(specified.exactly).. In Weikar

cognitively-oriented .cutridultun ;(Weijcarti i97l). the curriculum. is,kst

the COgnit-iVe -Processee to \b activated are pin;pointed) . Pragrami

. I

with mainly :persioal-soCial. goals 'Can aisc_vary in cturedepending, fot

example, on .th number of teacher-child

for whateVer purpos.

hat are pre-plarined,:

The heat. generated by, debates. on,,'thke issue, tiy ''ihcreaeedTdurihg

. .the 1966's When 0 nuMber*of 'Head Start 'resear s reported findin
. ,0.\

which seemed to indicate that directive, highly structured presCbool Programs

were more .effective in, inducing cognitiifi- gains, especially in 'disadvantaged
/.

children,. than were more informal' ones. Mo t, preschbol teachers 'read . \'
s.

,reports of such findings with disbelief d even horror, believing that

I,..

direct instruction` of the type offered could, in fact,- be harmeul to such

young children. After 50 years of C ild ....Andy and experience with [young
.



..-amOk.

ildren, most early. educators had hecOme'conVinced that 'preschbolers
. _

should not be taught, but educated, given intellectual contentof 'the sort

that*would encourage inquiry, debateand problem solving, but not 'told what

was "right", that they learnedbest.by actively-operating onitheir world

and 'discovering its laws rather than by precept, and that they should be

playing nbt.-igorking, -However., * farthe greatest..amohntLof informatiC4';, ;
,

about hdw a nursery schoOl should be rUnhaa beemeCqnirbd through

studies of middle-class childran. Perha lower-dlasa" children were
_ ... ___( J

different. If they received. little'co nitiye sfimOJtion frOm.aduits. at

l

home, p4-rhaps they did need more adult1 -giiided activities n'school.- This .

, r .

..

issue' was foremost in.the minds, of the.group at U,W.O. Whe theySat doWn
'

to decide on how the prograniShouldbelrun.
. /

. :

There was some evidence that:lees seriously disadvantaged children'
1

,

Of) responded'well.to inforbal, p4oqrams (Bissell, 1973). There was also

-reason to believe thlat Canadian, anglophone children- om families with

low incomes, living n a medium-sized city such as London, Ontario were

likely to he less'di advantaged's:bin the children. usually included in
_

1

American Head Start studies (Wright, .1973). Therefore, it,.was decided
-

that in the first yeavthe program mould- be informal, as described below,'
.

and -some baseline data on the response of the children to it would be

obtained. Children from-families with,botk loW and high incomes Were,

vilthereforevenrolled in the preschooL'and their- initial' performance and

progress over time were compared.

The usual procedure' for assessing the effectiveness of .a' compensatory.

program is to coMpare the. rogram's products with, the products of :a

contrastin4 progtam, or wit children irho have had_no preschool experience.



.3

Initially,: °this type, of evaluation was included' in the present project.

That is, the progress of the. lowL.4ncome subjects in the. Preschool was 4.

\,".
. coMpared'ilitp that 'of a, group of low-income .Sithjects in another "setting

.
(day nUrs ries). This approach was, howeVer, abandoned, in part because

r r

attrition--ithe day nursery groups made. it impractical! but also becau4e-4.i.

it presented so m y methodological problems. It became clear even.
. .

f differences_ in the products' of the preschool, a

variabl

the causesof these differende, could not b

es differentiated the preschrt'from the nur

subjects. were found and SOme of these, such as teach

subtle to be specified tyith a(?ny''''degree' of 'preciiiOni. It was decid

day nurseries were.
t.

determined. 'Many/

eries in Which

'ng- styles, 'del

O

control

too

therefoie, that If the effects Of specific program. yariables' wer to be
_. ,

ully assessed, they wolAd have to be manipufated system..success

the laboratory, preschool program and internal (iather than e

subjeCts employedi. Automatic control of number of importa
t.

tically within

'ernal) :Control

't entrironmelital

es in the'piograni

d years of the

Comparing the gains

with those made by.

variables''could be .achieved in this way. Accordingly, cha

as descillitbed beioW, were instituted in the second and thy:

project and the effeCts of theSe%Changes were-assessed ip

made the children who were enrollethin the first yea

the children who werefenroll-ed in subsequent-years.

/The 'compensatory impace\ of the program on'th low income children was

assessed by comparingth ir. p ogress ove .time with t at of ,the high- income' xi ' .I 1
.

R ,--
subjects. However, front th a theoretical and empi ical point of' view it

\, i
was not- easy to predict w at type of -results mould

,

ustify the 'conclusion



that the. program,had,in.faciibeen effective for the low-incote

children. All aspects of.development depend on some combination of
\

,._.genetic, and environmental' factors. This means that, different children

will respond differently to-any educational experience to the extenethat'!,
-,-..

.,their genetic make-up,and past experience differ.. If the high-income

ildren had higher IQs than the low-income children, and-it IQ can be

in erpreted as a measureof the capacity to :learn-, then it would be

cted thla the performance gains made by.them, given equal oPportunities
*- ; \ .._./ . - >,..,',

. '402

for learning in the preschool, would greatly exceed oethe 'low-income

. , :V'grow. In other words an lel difterences between the high- and the
. "": .'' , \

m
:,,'=" , . ,

low-i o
,

e
.

upswould:be ex ected to increade,, Also if, the high-income -
.

child n received more stifful on at.home than did the low-inc me Childron
. 4

they mi ht be better equip to respond tb and.saih from the experiences4
..-

in the.0 eschool. On th r'hand this stimulation might have brought

thein up t a performance lev 1 which was` commensurate with t,hell genetic

- .
potential ,-if so, e effects of-the educational-program migh in fact,

,..

ibe, minimal: The empirica evidende available for making predictions of/this.

sort is sParce, abut, whether orinot a Preschool prOgram'his'a major impact'

on children to depend op whether it offersvopportunities for learning

which are hot rovided in the childrenseliomes. Montessori preschool

education has b en found to have-a major impact on thedevelopmerit of
\

disadvantaged, b

.because
_ ,

:M8ilt!gS0X.

not the advantagedr-Chiidj$4.ezitis,.1971), presumably

teachersandmiiddle-class parent's temd'to'teach_;

On'theotherhand programs'



te.

' 1

suCh."ath'DISTAR.-Ii0e..p#?cbxcedi7geeater gains! in4tiantaged than 'dis
advantaged preSumablY. because speCific Ilew -.skills, mot

. _

emphizedYin:eithermiddle-or:.-loWeiTclasS hpmes, are taught- ,
It wa expected 7;that the W.:0. prograii: would have a ea er ' 7

over-a on :the Childreii from the",low. than the:higgh °Me'

:1

.:It- seemed ikely, h ever, that the riigh,a0C4e.'ah en,: i od hay,e ;.ab
, . .

--such as 'bitter langU e :which would

fkiirit the prOgranith eninco e Children-.: It
1.44"*.o'

- ,

1.ufless tbe progr was partic ffeCtiVe, in lsuRport14'the$ dev

off the- "low - income children, the differences between them andit

Children would increase. (rather, thanireinerin.corntant or: decrease

:_eipeCially,Wheusthis time;-wai as long as tWO..-ye'ars... iehCe
.

the groups :riotalfgrease and, especially if the differen'.
ct:?ncluOiOn that. e..1.-koFiram had had ciiinPerisatOi4Eics :'ap--.4. .,,:m :,;, .:... \.:,

: .
. . : ,..- Ptogram changes -by" ,ear. -

tr , -- . \,,Y.'-..:,
A detailed desc iptiori o

.- .. 2 e preechoOl-andthe develoPment,'OkAits
;educatio'nalcProgram in the first\ three yeare, is. provided' iltelifhere

.(Wrigir , 6).. The foi owing- summarizes the .major changes 'in the p
. -

Over time an the reasons, for, `them...';.

The the

cievelopiiiente
::'.'- '.'..) .4: .::

and the ''acts
-,.:. :- ,

rogram:wes, dwevef, aemi-structured,-;Afi .the. sense that there wa :. a timetable -..
'' . , - -or 'a,,regulai egUential pattern .tothe' array ofliirogram Activ,iiii. offered ;,,,,!..,..:

.
..

k:------reticarposition on Which_the prograftwaehaeed was
.It was, therefore,. an. ac live

ities in which the childr#:n engaged were self-selec.

sCoVery, palf0Eiented%

. -.

to the childr n -each' day.
. ,

ik.Aitae,



The first year was .the- "start -up" year for the preschool. Everything

was "new" including all of the staff and children; Hence this,year was

different in" many -respects from 'any subseq4nt year Although extensive

pry-planning had-been done, -the- initial organization of space and equipment
,

,i :. , / .,

was Uot fuActionally adequate and rearr gements had to be made. A/ suitable

design for the playground was not achieved-unti late in the spring. The
.

-

curriculum emphases were also different in the first than in subsequent
.--

P _ .

yearg. No individual or small. group,. teacher7guile0 activit/ies :
aimed. at

.

the developMent of specific cognitive skills Wefe-offered. The focus was
I

mainly on achieving the personal, and social goals of the program) the devel-

opment of independenCelaelf-managethent skills,. representational abilities

and effective\problem.solving styles. A highly, enriched and novel environment

.

containing much.equipment was offered from the start. Also,'from the beginning

of the year "Surpfise" dramatic play'centres such as a-medical-tentre or

groCery stOre, wereintroduced at regular intervals to stimulate socio-dramatic

play.

- Summative evaluations of the program at the lend of the first yearsuggested

that it had been most effective in increasing the social competence of the

children,- butsless effective than desired, at-least with the-children from low-

- \
low-

income families; 'in reducing impulsivity and inducing cognitive gains especially

in conceptqa]fareaS .(Nright,j9741,.._ It was concluded, that the failure to reduce^

impulsivity might have beendue to the' variety 'arid novelty in the

environmelic and th$Nhia should be reduced, itleast,during he beginning of the

school year.. It was alsO decided that more emphasis should be place on eving
Co

the cognitive goals-of-the-program-and that teacher-guided, small group



/
activities should be, introduced for this,purpose.

cordingly, in the. second yearthe amount and-variety of/equipment.v,
fered during the 'first. six weeks was reduced. No novel dramatic. play

centres were introduced-during this period: and when they were finally_
q -

I .

offered, they were preceeded by field trips to appropriate places '(eg. a
! I

Clinic) discussioh sessions with appropriate personsa(eq. a doctor) and

teacher -guided .group-activitiei in'\Whic the children made props for the -.

centres."' The children then participated in the actual seating-up of the

,.)

- Euring this second, year the teachers also began to,s14 the literatUre
rz. ,

on the development of cognitive abilities and'concepts, such ,as number,
1

seriation, classification, and. space, in order to develop assessment guides
,.

.,. .

and plans for small group, teacher guided activities which migh\ foster. the'
,

acquisition
i

of nUmber and other, types of_concepts. Early in th!!k second. term

a pilot,study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of'the strategies that

they, had developed for inducing an understanding of number. Two groups of eight:

children whose-sc es on "nuTbern, were low were used as subjects.' One group

was given number stimulation and the other grodp language stimulation in small
4

group, sessions every day for two weeks. Their number and language performance

was then re-assessed. Afterthe testing week the same SubjectiWere_given
;,

_
4 ,

another series of teacher- guided sessions with the original number group'receiving

languagestimulation and the original language group receiving number stimulation..

The results of this study. Suggested that the number stimilation had produed at

\least modest gains in performance on number and that both number and-language

Stimulation sessions had had a positive effect on language performance. Hence,,

it was decided that small group work was likely to be productive-in increasing



/the cognitive-competence of the Children and should be incorporated into

the program in a systematic way.

-The*Immative evaluationi of the program'at the end of the second yeir

.

suggested that it had been more effective thane the program in Year 1 in

;educing: impulsil itY and inducing .'cognitive gains, especially in number in

the low-incoMe grobp .4 and the achievements of the high-income subjects_wext

about the same in both years). ' There was some indicatio d Seen ,

% -----
..

.

less effective inincreasing socia.1,-cometen-ce (Wr ight.41.976i), but because
-,,711

.!
__----

,, 1

of-,,the_cogni.tive-benefits which the,lOw-income children seemedcto be.

the program was run,in.essentially the same way iwaear 3 as it had laeen in\

....Year 2, except.that.plans for teaCher-guided activities were more highly

organized. A new method for assigninglpupils to teachers forsmall group and'

individual- teacher- guided activities was introduced. Each teacher was assigned

seven children in each'class for-specific blocks of time.during which she was

to attempt to achieve with them cognitive goars.in specified areas. By this

time the Assesstent-guides and a set.of plans for stall group work had been

prepared... The teachers were,:however, responsible for planningL4Ctivities'

suitable 'for each indiVidual child, and for deciding- whether to -work with their

special charges individually or in.small group(S.

During the third year-an analysis of the,plak behavior of the children in

the preschool, conducted by an investigator who ,was. not directly associated
I

.

with the preschool (Wright & Pederson, 1976), indicated that the program was,
/

"generat!.ng
.

more task-oriented-than social behaviors. Using Parten's,(r932)

,criteria he.found that the children were engaged in solitary,-parallel or non-.

pray-activities (i.e.doing something with a teacher) about 77% of ,the time



. '

and e4aged in associative and cooperative play only 23% of the time. .Using.

Smilansky's (1968) criteria he found that 67% ofLthe behavior observed QAS

constructive, 23.7% dramatic, 9% functionaland o:3% games
4

In th -,fouith yearthe program'was not changed again, an i during this

year the attention of the teachers was focused more and more on the'develop-
k

ment of cognitive skills. They wrotepapers summarizing, the literature they
. 4

had read, developed more plans for ihdividual and small group activities whi h-
,

.r

they thbught might ,increasethe childreerf's cognitive abilities, and-they tried.
. y

to describesin writing the teaching strategies which theY---had employed.

In summary thenij as the program developed,,there w s a gradual..:,shift

toward more strubturing.of the curriculum exper*ce irti the children w re

4

offered; more emphasis was placea on the development of specific.types of
. -,

cognitive concepts suchas number, classification, seriation and spatial

1

1 I
. ' . '1relationslethere.Wai morp,teacher direotion of0 the children's activities;;

,,f ,) . .

there was less encouragement of socib-dramaticiiilay activities. Otherwis
. I

the-basic structure,, organization and goals Of the 0,ograM'did not change

Other uncontrollable. variables
.

Staff changes. These were-fewiput,theie ere some. The Directorian

..
,r...

the Teacher-Superyisor Of the program remain d constant during the-fOUi ears.
i4k

\

. .

There were three' other teachers. One oftt esxesigned atthe.end of t e first. I ) ,
, ..

-

yeai,,but'hei replacement continued during/the subseguent three years. The

-other two teachers taught; all four yeats;ibut.both.did_so on1Tha in

Year 4 and a new full-time staff member.'was added: \\

1
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Teacher/child.ratio. ..ach year thereVere'foui-flitl-time.(or'eiuivalent)
, . .

\'
teachers, but 'the numberof children `was increased:from 25 per class in the.

first y ar to27 in t4e'second year and:2a in the third and fourth years.

The numbes f children per; teacher increabed,,therefore,,frOm 1:6.25 (1973-74)

to 1:6:75 (1974775) to 1 7, (1975 -76 and 1476-77).

Ratio of lo -/high -'income children. -The number of low-income 'Children

gramivas inpreasedc,from five in 1973-74 to seven (am,program

and eight (pm program) in 1974-75y and 10 in 1975-76 and 1976-77) and the

in each of the pr
e.

number. of.lyigh -in4 me children decreaged.

income children

in Year 2 and 1

- 4

Thpf the ratio of low- tehigh.;:

anged froM 11:ta kin Year 1 to-1 to to 1: to 2.37
#

1.8in Yeari 3 and 4.

dance. The high-income subjects attended more regularlyRe ularit

(pm)

than the low -inc

88t of the 'time) .

although the tr

in the second d

lowincome sam

3 (n=5) and the

me subjects (for all three years combined, :93% as compared with

There were ,no significant cohort differences in absenteeism

nd was toward greater,absenteeism for thelow-income /subjects

third, +thane in the first cohbit. Also; six' chlidren in the

for an hour

Subjects

le who required speech' therapy weeintcohorts 2 (n=1) and

r diagnostic anittreatment s ssions took them out of the preschool

or stcat least two days'a week during their second preschool 4r.

Method

/

The subjects were 60 children who were enrolled in the'preschool as

three-fyear-olds and remained in the program for at least one,, or two full

academiC years. They represented three subject cohorts who started echbol
.

in



. .
.

.three cOnsftCUtivi.yeArs.(1973, 1974:And 1975). .k..description of themby

.

Ophortsex,'chronologidal age and socio- economic status is presented in

Table' 1.

Insertpable 1 abouthee

The cohorts vpiried'in size and in the proportion' of a-ifs-to-girls

[and of loW- to high-income childien in each. ,,,,Their constitution also

vr,

changed from.the firPt tothe second preschool year These variations

were cal usedin laxg7,Part by Attrition, but also,b1Cause of difficulty'in

finding low-income subjects who met the criteria in any given year

However, in the total sample (all cohorts Combined), the two sexes-were

4

about equally'represented and whe5L they. were in their second preschool year

the siie of.:the twO:inpoMegroupswiefabout:the

The socio- economic differences between the two-income groups were large.

There was' no,overlap .in either educational or occupationalachievement and

r SES indices fell at opp6site, and inmost instancesatthe extreme

ends of the/liphen (1967) SES scale. .',The, number of single pareht and '.

and'A.ntact. fam4.1i:eravai4 the. .education' andoccuPations'of the parents in each
. .

group are show in Table2:'

InSert Table 2 about here.
. ,



Description 6f the subjects by Cohort, Sex, Age and Socj,o7Bconomic Status

\'
Fikt.YeA a .Pn4choot

cok

Mote Temdtg: (V) s",edn (SD)
. .

art 1

LOw4income

fHigh- income'.

All sUbjecti

art 2

Eiw-!,income

Ha.gh-income

subjects'

art 3

Low-indome

k11:subjets,

Cohorts

Exqr*Ole,
Hi§htincote

All subjects

'9. 6
8'11P, 3

17 .(
1

4

'13 7 6

17 10 7

3.18(.281) 32.6 ( 6.86)

31511. .265) 68.0 10.13)

3.131.270) 49.29 (20.02)

:SecOnd Yeak ih P4e4Chopt

CA SES Index

Mc4FOlate Mean .($0 Me* (SD)

3.26(.293) 30.56( 3.06)

3.24(.264) 72.41( 8.03)(

3.25(.265) 62.56(19.61)

k ._

12 6 6 3.S3(i223)
14 '7 '7 3.16(.241)
26 13 .13.; 3:24(.243)

4'. 3

11' 6

15 . 9

4.131.252)

4.11(.27?)

.4.;2 (.?50)

30.50( 2.33)

68.33'(10.80)

46;,71(20.62)

4.29 (.293) 30.560 3.06)

4.27(:229) 71.81( 8.65),

4.26 (:?46) 60,. 81 (2.0%29)

\
,12 6 433(.223) 30.48( 5.05)

9 4 5 4.11(.2\53) 72.52( 8.32)

21 10. 11 4.--2311255Y 48.50(2.28)

24 13 '13 4.22(.24 ) .30.50( 3.80)

26 , 12 14. \ 4.18 ( ) ( 6.03)

50 '23 i7 4.21(.25 1 51.69(21.22)

25' 12
35 '17

60 29

13 3.27(.255)

18 3.17(.255)

31 3.21(.257)

3G.48( 5.03)

73.08( 6.91)

53.42 (22.48)

31.28( 5.37)

71.77.( 8.11)

54.84'(20.97)

S Index (Blishen, '1967).

L9



,Table 2'

Of the subjects: Number in. home, education .and occupation.

4..

NumberOf parents In Home

Educ tion Level Attained

Grade .8 or'less
SOme secondary-,
"Ggade

SeOondatY anq:Technica
41.A. degree
AdVanCed training

Occupation When EMployee-

_Unakilled.Labour (Factory),
Kitchen Worket (Restaurant).

Never employed outside home
Truck Driver
Painter.

Repairman .

Custodian'
4 Bookeeper

Bell Telephone Operator
Hairdresser

/

-Warehouse Clerk
University Professor
Physician

4 SecondarY School Teacher or
Lawyer '

,_Graduate Student

. Engineer
Contractor-(Builder)
Professional Musiciar41.

'Comptroller

Edlicaion and occupations ate of fathers' in intact families and of_motheis
in single parent families

Administrator

13.

6.

f
4

.7, 3

3

2

2

1

1



Half of the families in,the low-inCome, sample were..single

' families, but all but two-of the families in, the high-incothe group

were The reliability of the information on the eOuca

.

the phrehs -in the lOw-income sample is, uncertain becaue as obtainedbecause

.1'
1

throUdh interviews with the parents themselves. HoWeveri. a Ihird of the I

wage-earners .in: .this group reported, no training 'beyond tIle e *ement'ari ,

.
-.,- level and those who ,had completed any secondary work. n,c1heyo

they had done so dri a non-aCademic prOgram in .a technical ."special"

SChool.' In :contrast, all of the salary-earnerg in the hig families

had some kind of post secondary school training and all b t three had

,university degrees, most of them -.at advanced levels or a highly
-

specialized profession.

The : -"employznent histories of the lOw-income parent

of them. had worked at a Variety of different type of jobs for varying

irregular. ,

engths of time The occupations lidted in Table 2 a e the \ones in which

-'---ti-e-Y-had engaged fOr the longest :single Period _of tile, although-this was
. ,

sometimes for only a few Weeks. During 'the' prOjecti.ncine of the 12 single

mothers and only, half of the 12 fathers were .regul rly employed. In contrast,
.1

all of the earners in the high-income group (eXce t the graduate'. students)

were regularly employed in a specific occupate6n the majority as academics,

-physicians, lawyers and.decondary school teachers and administrators.

The actual incomes of he-families are not reported (first); because

the fee-paying parents were net' asked to reveal them and (second), because

)
the incomes of the low-income families fluctuated-sb _much from time to time

In the low-income group the 12 single mothers were receiving the Mother'

.

.

.Allowance.



One father was retired and .living on a riepartment of Veteran's Affairs

pension. Six others worked fairly regularfy during the project, but all

of 'these, 'with- a single had a history of iinemploSrment, had

keen on .welfare, were still in debt and wereoreoeiving some form of
, .

Y,

Social assistance..The other five:I4thers worked intermittently and

.Were, on. welfare.

ielitamily,instability, which affected the children ''6Ctly,

-

,.occurred during the project in ontay,one of the high - income families,` bat

in several of ihe low-income families.j In,the lowingpmetsample two
-

subjects suffered,parental abuse whick resulted in court prOCeidings.

Three others;were made temporary-warai of the Children's Aid and, experienced,

an intermittent series Of both institutional and foster home piaceMents. . .

Two 'others had nothersWho'were receiving psychiatric treatrtient, one of
. ,. .- .

them because of her' iMpUlSe to destioy the child- The faMilies of these'
. .

, .

children also tended'' to be highly Mobile. ThLee moved five,to six times,

Jive moved two to, four times and nine moved at least once. The adults

-present in the home, at.least in the single parent families,_ also tended to
I

.....Vary.frequentiy:

Theie_were four native (Indian) children in the. low-incoke grout one

in the first and three'in the third cohort. The rest of the subjects in' both.

lincome groups .were white.

More unrecognized disabilities which required diagnosisand treatment

outside the preschool Were deQ.bted in.the low- than in the high-income groups.^

911Y tWo of the high-income children presented any special prOblems and; d
if

".these were articulatory.- However, six of the low-income subjectihad,
' 9 . .. - .. _

.. .
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culatory difficult&gsand two others had auditory and reSpiratory

,pro lems which required surgery for their Correction.

Selection of .the subjects.,-A11-.Subjects_were,selected without pre-.

teeting, .the. lciw-income group from children who were recommended-for thef'

'Projedt by-a variety of'different agencies, the high=incor group from

among thel/C41dreifof the fee-payihg Parents. The selection criteria,

,iddition to sbcio-economic status were (a)'thats the child had .had no

=previousegroup Care' eigied:ence and (b)
,

mental or
- .

The subjbets in the-two' income.groups were
1

free:o.f-an.knoWn.malbr,Sehsery,-

matcheiffueage and s&.

tow-income families: cohort. differences. When.thelo*-income subjects

for Cohort 3 were selected,

modify botb'the recruitme

Changing. circumstanCes:made it necebsary to

edures and the funding which

.had been.employed' with cohorts 1 and 2. .These modifications and their
i

immediate .cbriseq0ences are described below.

First, al lot the subjects in c horts l,and, 2-were recOmmended by a

Children'S Services Agency with which close working
/ .

specific Fami

relationship had been established. lgoke the project began this Agency

,appointed- coordinatorlto work with the principal investigator'and

-agreed to.provide any support for the families'that might be required.

Social rkers from thip Agency made the initial approach to\the families,
. 4

-.broug t

on

J

them to the school for their preliminary'Vd1"its-and'Accompanied
, .. , .

their child's first day in school. ¶hey worked cloiely\with the
/

.1114/0' Other .chiltdren were so severely haedicapPed
, that,'althovgh they were'

continued in the program ,kor'wo years and treated
_

were'-Successfully,
'excluded'ai subjects.. One Was deaf' and the -other seriously disturbe ebotionally.

,
.

:

4



preschoolStaff and tried to implement anirecommendations_that were made'

for modifying the subjects' home conditions. All of the children in

,

these two cohorts were.funded through grants-from a variety of sources

but each.-lown as.a larship" child. Their faMPlibs mere giverr

.

to understand.that their child en had been speqially:selected for these

scholarships and thii ayeared to 'induce in them considerable pride and

'interest in their.Children!sprogre All but one of these families

. participated in the program activities protided for the

with enthusiasm.

reqUently and

Only lour,of the 12 Children in tWe

d

this Agency. The other eight were recommended

- . . ,

in one case,"lby a housing bureau. As a'xesuit the

children did not receive any special support or

could be/pxovided by the preschool. Furthermo

for tire children Were different: In order

and' admit more children, a), of the f amilies i t is_ohortvee-asked-to

familkes of theSe.e4ght...

gui AnCe. thge.th What-
.:

Ot...igh611414arrarkejOrtiorita-.
'

itretAli". the availableTUnds

--apply A6the City fdr a subsidy. This required that they be interviewed

at City Hallandtake a Means-Test. All of them qualified, at least.

initially, for the subsidy. However, this procedure'did nothing to, increase

.

he parents' gride,or interest in their children's progress and they did' not.,

participate in preschool activities:as frequently or with the same enthusiasm(

as did the families in the first, two cohorts.'

,The "subsidized"-children in libhort,3 ilso appeared to be, as a group,

sqpiewhat motesocio-econoMicallydisadvanteged thin were the "sdholarship"

.

children (cohorts .1 and2)._ When judged on the Blish (1967). SEP,scale, which



.based on o4cdpational status,;'-nq significant cohort !differences in sgs .

status werei found. However, .When other factorOl'Auch as eleatiOn and
. ,

emploYment:pisOfY .(e,:g...continuous as opposed- to irregular employment)

re taken into account, the parents of the 'children in cohorts' add 2
. ,

appeared to be-' more cpmpepent than-.the.,parents of the 4ildren in Cohort 3.

The education of the 12 wage-earners; in :the -fir* tWocohorts was: rade 12
. .- ,..

(n=3), seade 11. -(n.----2)
!\ , grade 10 (n=2).,grade!9 (n=1), grade 8 (n4),,bC.it

A

in(Cohort-3 wa.s grade 10 (n=4) , grade 9,(n=2), grade.8.(n=4) and less

grade 8 (n=2)L In the first twc3;cOhOrts five of fat s 'and three
.41of the six mothers were, '.,or had been at some tiMe regularly empioy4td,

1,

but in Ceart. 3 only two of the/six fathers and. only two of the six:!single-
,

mothers-shad' aver worked regularly.

Assessment :''Measures

The in lel abilities of \the children and chang s n- these abilities
.over time.we e assessed in three main-areas: (a) social competence,,

. . ,

(b) motivati nal -characteristics and cognitive styles and (c) intellecVial
i

-----........?.

\ and cognitiv abilities.

The mea ures ,of social cbmpetence "We developed..:by the present

investigator

SOOke.
(Wright, 197,7): THey 'consisted of (1) the's-Peer Interact4on

\ "
(PSIS) which was a measure of the frequency with which the children

',intera ci with their":1Reers, (2) 'a. Peer In,t9raCtior,- Quality - Effectiveness)
, K

..score (PX,Q-ES) which was a measure of the:freguerT with which they interacted'.
.1*

with their p ers.in qualif4tfvelY superior and effective ways and (3) a scere"

derived by calculating the ratio. of the PI;Q --ES to the PSIS which measured

the preopIrtiOn` f the -ehIld-s peer inte actions which were qualitatively
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superior and effective; The PSIS was based on thi.frequency with. which a.
.... .

child displeyed 14 types of child-child interaction events included,in five' .

-Categories of behavior selected from the Manual for Assessing Social Abilities'

of Ofie- to Six-Year-01d Children (White & Watts, 1973, pp 332-359). The

categories were Leading/Following Peers,-ExpressingAffection/Hostility

to%Peers, Competing with Peers, .Seeking the Attention of Peers and

Peers as an Instrumental'Resource*The.PI4,ES was bisect's:3n the_frequency

with which the-child- displayed four typew.of pe4 interaction'events which

qualithtiveiysuperior (positive)., and effective (successful) in

.achieving 'their-social goals. 'These were Leading.Peeres Seeking the Attention- t

of/Peers, Using Peers as an Instrumental Resource and Expressing Affectj.on

. .

.' to Peers. The ratio of PI, Q-ES/PSIS scores- Wire 'used to control for the

general level of social activity. For example, a less active child might--

'-interact somewhat less frequently than others but when:interactions occurred

a high proportion of them might be superior in quality.

The-measures. of motivational characteristics and learning and cognitive

styles-were two Circus tests "Think it Through" (Problem Solving), "Make a

'Tree" (Creativity), The. Kansas Reflectioh-Impul sivity Scale for Preschooler's

(KRISP,'J. Wright,- 1971) and Teacher-Ratingsr/Of,.Self-DireCtion, Mastery,
/

Self-Management, Curiosity, Creativity and Imagination.. The Teacher Rating .

:scales were developed by diiri5rincipal investigator (Wright, 1974). A set

' I

of operational definitions was,providedfor each dimension.of behavior
.,-.. .

,
. .

.

Aisne-grind,. the teachers were-CarefUlly-trained in the use of the measure and
, .

.

the -reliability of their ratings, as'ineasured by the correlations between

the ratings assigned to the-sUbjeCteli4lall-steacher,pairs,. was nsipiently'

Sys
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The measures of intellectual and cognitive ability were the Stanford

Binet Intelligence Scale, The Cooperative Preschool Inventory, 1970 edition

andrtwo Circus ,-tests "Say and Tell" -(Language) and "How Much and How' Many"
61,

(Number). r'

Assessment Procedures

Each. year assessments were made at two times la) in the fall (October-
4

Wirember), at least one month after the subjects were enrolled in the

preschool and (b) in the spring ,(May- June)., seven monthSafter the

fall assessment. The observations of 'the'children's-social behaviors and
..* .:

.

the testing. were done in .alternate.weeke so that no child was tested during

the period when his social behavior was. being assessed.
.

The data on the Seicial,behavior of the subjects werecolleoted by four.

r
trained observers, two men and tWO'voinen,,who coded, the behavOr immediately

and recorded it on a checklist. Each subject was observed for five 10-filinute

periods, on each of five'consecutive days,at the,same five specified

times which were all different, by a minimum'of three different observers.

Four samples were taken durinNfree play (two outdoors and two indpore)

and one during a small group, teacher-guided activity(0.rcle time). ence,

'the scores were based on .a 50-minute sample of each child's behavior.

The',Observations were Made in the playromHor playground, but-card was

taken, priOr to data collection, tolmake the observers familiar and
,

. .

uninterest- ing to the children so that they were ignored.

. . ,

Inter-observer reliability for these measures was high.

The overall agreement among all coder pairs, measured both before and during

each assessment period, at two-timea in each of three years, ranged froM
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87.1 to 89.6 ith some pairs,agreeing over 94% of the time (Wright,1974,
.

1975a, 1976a1.

( All of the tests were administered individUally in a testing room

in the preschool which was familiar to the children. Only.one _test was

gives to a child on any airigle day and each test was given to all of the

subjects by the same tester.'- The tests were giveh in a randomized order

except that the'Binet and the Preschool Inventory were'alWays,giveh at-,
. .

least one week. apart. All children were tested in the same order in the

)

spring as in the fall except when 'absenteeism made this impassible:

The Teacher liatings_ were done during each four-week assessment period.

Eachdf,four-teachers rated, one quarterof the subjects eathveek,so that

each child was rated every week, but by -a different. teacher.. Therating
,

.''.

scores were. the means of the ratings assigned by the' four.teachers.
4

* . ... .
A-:- Results ,s;

Data Presentation and Analyses

First-year-in-prepchooland second-year-in-preschool data were analyzed

separately, because the number of subjects at each level was:UneqUal-Some

tests re -not given in the first year of the project, therefore data for
'

Cohort 1 on firstlear-in-preschool.performance on these testVwere not
_

' available. A series of 3(Cohort-142,3) x 2(IhcomeGroup;11-4qh,'low).

x 2(Times fall, spring) ANOVAs, or when appropriate 2(Cohort) .x 2(IncotheGroup)

x 2(Tithe) ANOVAs were-performed on the data.

Graphs showing cfianges in the performance .of ihe groups over a two year

period are based on data for only those subjects who actually did attend
A

preschool for two consecutive years.
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Under each major section-of the results the findings are

xamined (a) for.00hort effects,,tOsee if any one Cohort did

better than the others, a finding 'which WoUld suggest:that

program offered that Cohort:had.been superior, and (b) for bme Group

of Income Group x Time interaction effects, to'See if any.s

%;.

economic differenees which,were found were reduced_over tim

finding' which would suggest that'the program had had\i:Oomp nsatbrY

effect.

Social Competence:

b Mean Peer Social InteractioScores.(PSIS), Peer Int

. .

Quality-EffectiVeness Scores (PI,Q- ) and ratio of PI,Q- S/PSIS

scores are shown by income group and cohort for the'first yearin

-
preschool .n Table-lend for the second. year in pteschool.

- -

\.

Insert Tablec--37&:4 about We

.1,

/ Changes in the mean PSIS and Pl, Q-ESoVer time are s o vn graphically by

C es 1 and 2 in the mean. Chan esCohort for dach'income group in Fig

°]PI,Q-ES'over time of all subjects call.cohorts combine ) in each income
.

group are shown in Figuie a.

. Jo

First year.in preschool.The analysis of the PSI yielded /a

gignificant main effect for Time, F(1,54) = 26.47, P .0001 and a

significant Cohort 'x Time .interaction effect, F(2,54 = 3.53, p <

-!scores of all cohorts-increased over time but the'.e
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Table 3

Mean PSIS(1,!, PI,Q-ES(2) and ratio of PI,Q -ES /PSIS lisiCohcrtt Income Group and Time for the first year,. . .

Ratio of P1,Q-ES/

:1ppreschool.

Cohort

Cohort 1 (in 1973-74)

.,Low Income

litgh Income

All Subjects

/COhort 2 (in 1974-75)

. Low Income s, 4 47-:o 59.5 ,+12.5 11:25 20.25 + 9.0 .209 .326 . +.117

High Income 13 68.0 75.69 + i.69 . 26.62 37.38 +10.76- .349 .505 +.1

401'
All ,Subjects 17 63.06 71.88 + 8.82 21.47 33.35 +11.88 .316 .463 +.1471

CoKort.3 (in '1975.-76)

Low Income 12 58.0 69.67 +11.67 21.92 23.08, + 1.16 .366.i .293 7;87,31

High Income- 14 59.64 89.0 +29.36 21.14 36;21 +15..07 .330 .378 . +.048

'All Subjects 26 58.88 80.08 +21.20 21.50 30.15 +.8.65 .347 .339

All Cohor'ts

Low Income' 25 51.64 72.68 .+21.04 18.56 26.64'

High Income 35 18.77 82.26 +23.49 21.86 35.85

All Subjects 60 55.80 7,8.27 +22.47 20.4E1 32.04

n Fall

PSIS,

Spring }Diff

Q-ES

Fall. Spring Diff

45.22 82.56 +37.34 17.33 34.22 +16.89.

8 42.25 81.13 +38.88 15.38 32.75 +17.37

17 43.82 81.88 +38.06 16.41 33.53 +17.12

+ 8:08

+13.99
'

+11.53

. 1. PSIS: Peer Social Interaation Score
2; PI, Q-ES: Peer Interaction; Quality-Effectiveness_Score .1

'Fall Spring"' Dif

. .334 .403 +.0694

3i

.324

.346. :399 +.05_

.326 .339 . +.0113

.341 .430 +.

.:..

.334 :192 -, 4:.4t,



n PS101), PI,Q-ES(4) and ratios' of1,(p.pri, poi,,,

Cohort

:40hort 1 ,(in 1974-75)

Low SES"

High SES

.4 All subjects

Csohort 2 (in 197576)

Low SES

High, SES

All subjects

Cohort '3 (in 1976-77)

LOW SES

Table 4

PI,Q-ES/PSIS by Cohort, Inc(Oup and Time for the:-SeCond year

PSIS PI, Q-ES Ratio of PI,Q-ES /PSIFall Spring Diff Spring Diff Fall Spring. Diff:;

8 7548 101 00 +25.62 24.38 51.25 +26.87 .322 .488
6 .76.67 116.67 +40.0 ' 31.17 72.33 +41.16 .386 .616

14 75.93 107.72- +31.79 27.29. 60.28 t32.99 .349 ..540

4 54.00 88.50 +34.5 20.75 44.50 +23.75 .359 .508 - +
11 91.00 103.53. +12.63 41.0 52.73 +11.73 .444 .476 '+03
15 81.131 99.60 +18.47 35.6 50.54 +14.94 .421 .485

12 67.83 85.08' +17.25
High SES 9 82.33 95.33 +13.0

rAil sublectt 21 74:04 89.47 +15.43
01 Cohorts' ------

Low SES

High 'SES

' All. SO

24* 68.04 90.96* +22.92

25 84.69N 103.77 419.08

10 76.70

32.17 38.08 + 5,91 .460 .433

'42.11 5577 +11.66 .507 .574

36.43 46.66 + 9.23 .480 .493

27.67 43.54. +15.87

39.12 58.31 +19.19

97.62 +20.922 33.62 51.22 +17.60
Peer Social interaction Score '

, Q-ES al Peer Interaction, Qual ity-Effectiveness'
Score

t

.397 /.464..!`

.452 .541

.425
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,gains made by Cohort 1 were greater than those of Cohort 2 '(E.

and Cohort 3 (E < .01).. The gains made 'by.cohorts ,2 and .3.-were not

dignificantly different. The analysis of the PI,Q-ES data yielded a

main effect for Time, F(1,54)- = 24.57, 2. < 0001 , bu\no Cohd" t x_ Time

interaction .effect indicating that all cohorts lad made significant

gains. Thlus the apparent trend,toward greater gain's for

Cohorts and 3, which .'can. be seen in Table:'i , was not large

be significant. The analysis of the ratio of pr,Q-ES to PSIS scores

yielded emain effest for Time, ,F(2,57) = 7.25, k < 01 and a Cohort

x time. interaction effect,. F(2,57) = 4.56; p < .01 The scores '

'Cohorts. 1 and 2 had increased from fall toSPring,.'but-thOse of Cohort

had decreaSed. I Separate . 2 (Income .Group: :low, high) .:2 (Time: fall,
.

OVAlon the scores for -Cgt10-ft 3eyielded a significant Income

Group x Time interaction effect, F(1,24) = -4.03, E < .05 indicating
.1

-that. the scores of the high-income group had increased; but those of

the low-income group had decreased on ti, s measure.

Second year in izrechool. The analysis -of 'the PSIS data yielded main

e-ffects for IncOme Group, F(1,44) = 4 25 , E.< 05 and (1 , =

24.08,- g < . 0001 ; but.no Cohort interaction .effect The scores

,of 'the high-income subjects were .highe- than these of the low-income

Subjects, but both.groups made significant gains. The ANOVA on the

PI,Q-ES data yielded main effects for Income Group, F(1,44) = 8,45,
a

:01 and Time, F(1,44) = 31.6, ..0001 and a Cohort° x Time inter-

action effect F(2,44) =-,3.82, .-05. The scores of the high-income

'isUbjects were bigherthab thbte'Ofthe loW-ipcoMe suSjeCts: The scores
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of al *cohort's `increased over time, but Cohort- 1 gained signif cantly

mor ''than.Cohorts,2 and 3 and the gains made by 'Co)icirts 2 and 3 were

not significantly ,clifferent. The .ANOU'on the ratio of the PI,

PSIS Scor's. also.;;yielded:. Main .effects for' Inco:ma Group:, P (1,44)

.025 and Time,' P. (1,44). = 21 v21., < .:0001 and a ' eignif icant
$. .

x Time interaction''. effect, P(2,44) ='5.32; < .001. The scores

h-income subjects ,we're nigher than thote of the low-income Subj.

cores,of all cohorti increased:but Cohort-.1 gained more than

Cohort,2 (E < '.01) 'or CohortV3' ( ..001) and CohOrt 2 gained wire

Cohort

of- :findings and These results can be summarized:
Nn

as follows *,......

(1) /Ail cohorts made-significent' PSIS and TI,Q-ES gains in both\ ,their first and second 'pxeschOol years.

(2) Cofiort 1 inade greater PtIS, gains than t?e other twoI

the first 'pre'school year and made. greater PI,Q-ES and

PI,Q-ES/PSIS gains ,ttlan the other two cohortin the'. secc -d pre
.

''
school year These:,findings were .the:'earrieffor.,12pth1ncome..grottps

considered separately,in the second.,though not the'first,year.
(3') :The differences between the income groups were relatiVely, small`

in their= firat year j.h liteschol61; ' but the Eiteei)

group were higher, of 'the Yovi-;in'c.,Orne

their .second preschool.) year.

scores of the high: inco

group when thel:Were

:Program EffeaS,:.:The 'finding that the inbjectS,

their Competence over time more then ; did the-

',14144111(1401.

in Cohort i ACkeAed

subjects in the other
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two COhOrta,auggeSts. that theleas:structured programs offered,
-.. : ,.

.

ancraecond'yearsef theaorOject Were.more-effeetiVe in,,

supporting aociaidevelOpment thin were:the morestruatUied.prOgraiSH

offered-imthe'second two years. TJ increase in the peilr interaction
.

rate.freflected by the PSIS),: in the Cohort 1 children, duringthir
,

first preschool.yearl_suggests that-the informal program stimulated
. -"

more peer interaction'than did the'more' structured programs. It is
.

noteworthy that even when the prbgram became-somewhat more structured,

these Cohookt.1 children.continued to-icrease-their,socili skills fas

evidenced by their greater PI,QTES gains),itheir.se and pres'phool

yearrat a grhaier rate. than did the dohort 2 and 3 c ildren.

;interpretation ofthis finding is .that theso'children ntinued to'
, .

..benefit,'in the second year,- frOmtheextra saciai experience they he .

.. "

in tfieir first preschool year

Social-data .4ere 'available-for' nine three-year-old external.fdayji

. 7
nursery)'cont.rols, during their firt'nuriery.year, Who-were.also in

.

informal prograMs. TheP.I*ES gains Made by these children were'alOpst.

as great as those made by_Cohort-randAere, greater thaA the gating -Ma'
.

by Cohorts 2 andj31 This finding. also supports the view that less.

structured programs are' likely to be more SpportieZ:of',SOcial'aevelop-:"

....:.ment than are more structured programs.
.

Compensatory :effects. It is -,clear, that thelowincome"chifden:
.

_ . , .

ir.were making sigficintand,impressive.'gains, but .theAiffeAcei:betwen
.

. .

ApJow- and ;:the high-income.children, although:smail at theetart,--'_ .

e
:"

k . :.
incraast. (-. 1..me.

°

,
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These-results-may be accounted for in. part by the fact that

both the PSIS and the PI, Q-ES have ben found to. be positively

correlated with intelligence and cognitive competence (Wright'1977,

19774,,and (as.it.,reported in a later section) the high- income

Children had higher IQs and better dOgnitiVe abilities than the low

income children. However, they may be due also to the fact that the

children, were learning skills which were equally new to both income

groups. The fact that the groups started out at about the same

'ability level suggests that this was the case. It was expected that

when opportunities foreslearning were provided, which were just as new

for the high- as the low-income children, that even though the low-

income subjects would make substantial prOgress the likely-to-be-better-

equipped high income children would make greater gains and the differences

-----Biiween the groups would i.icrease ratiler than decrease overtime. The.

present findings are consistent with these-expectations. The gains made

by the low-income subjects Were substantial, however, and appear to rep-

resent a level of achievement equal to, or greater than, that of the

high - income subjects when this is eValuated in terms of the estimated

learning ability of the two groups.

Motivational Characteristics and Cognitive Styles

, Three tests in thisArea (Circus: Think it ThrOugh, Circus; Make

a Tree and the Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity Scale) were not included

.i0 the test battery in the first year. Hence no data on first-year-



in- preschool perforMance'for CohOrtl. we e available. Teacher

ratings: ere,AloWever, Obtained for all jecis in all Cohorts.

(1) Circus: "Think it Through" (Problem Solving)

Firs year in preschool. There were'no cohort effects. On the

total score there were main effects forTime, F(1,39) = 24.96,

p < .0001 (Spring scores tigher than72all scores)-and Income Group

F(1,39) = 15.20 p < .001 (high-income-scores greater than low-income

1

scores) . "-There-was, however, an Income'.Group x Time interaction effect

F(1,39) = 6.61, p < .025' for the Problem Identification sub-score which

showed:that although the scores of the high-income subjects were *greater

than thosef the low-income subjects :in the fall. this difference was

eliminated by the spring.

Second year in'preschool. There was a significant Cohort x Income-
)

Group x.Time interaction effect on the Solution Evaluation sub-score'

F(1,44) = 38.54, p* , .01001. In Cohort 1 the high and the low income

groups started out equal, but by the spring the scores, of the high-
,

,

were greater than those of the low-income subjects, In Cohort 2 the
\ \

/
. ihigh-ncome group started with a higher score than the low- income group,

..

.

.

but by the spring this difference had'disappeared.(i.e. the level of

.

perfoiMence of the high-income subjects did not change much wind the low-
.

_

income children "caught up"). In Cohort 3 the high-inCome group started

with a higher score than the low-incoMe74roup; but both groups made.

About equal gains and the difference. between theft was'the same in the

as in the fall. However, on the total "Think it Through" scores

\

.
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1

, .therewere/y:0 cohort effedts. There Were simply main effects for,f

Time P(1,44) = 25.33 p ring scores higUer than-fall sct S)

and Incoie.Group F(1,44) = 13a7. p'< .001 (high-income scores greater

than low-income scores).

Changes in the performance of the_two income groups (all Cohorts

combined) over time are shown in Figure 4. It will'Enloted-that the

\Insert'Figure 4 about here.

,

over-all trend was toward a reduction in the Size of the differences,

between-the income groups. It is also noteworthy that by the end of tilt

two year period the more intellectually able half of the low-income grou/ p

(thoie with the highest IQs) had caught up to the high-income subjeits

(meansr,high-income 21.25, low-income with-highest IQs '20.60), that is-'

their achievement levels were not significantly different.'

(2) Circus: 'Make a Tree" (Creativity)

71Pirst year in preschool.. There was only one maloeleffect for Cohort.

This was on unusualness F(1,39) = 9.87 p < .005, showing that Cohort 2

',.
.

scores were higher than,Cohort 3 scores.

Time on ARpropriateness F(1,39). 5.76 Ty

than fall scores). There were, however, no income group effScts. The

There was 4 main effect for

025 (spring--scores higher

performance of the high and the low-income children was not significantly

different.- a

Second year in preschool. No maineffects for Cohort or Time were

found. There was, however, one Income Group effect on appropriateness

(high income scores greater than low-income scored) F(1,44) = 4.21,p< .05.
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(3) The Kansas Reflection-Impulsivity.Scale for Preschoolers /KRISP)

First year in preschool. There were Cohort effects on the error,

but'not the latency scores. On errors there were main effects for

Cohort F(1,34) = 11.40 p < .01 and Time F(1,34) = 64.871-1) < .0001,

Cohort x Time interaction effect F(1,34) = 18.47, p< .001 and. an
1.

Incoie Group 'effect F(1,34) = 6.71, p < .025. Thesd findings indicated

that the fall error score °of Cohort 2 was greater than that of COOA-3,
. ,

but their spring scores were about the same and that the high-income
/ .

pOjects had, in general, lower error scores than did the.low-income
. -

Subjects: On latency scores there were 'main effects for Time F(1,34)

8.32, p.< .pi (bothI4roups increased their latencies over time) and

Income Group.:F(1,34) .= 4.08, p <;.05 (high income latencies were higher

than law-income latencies).

Second year in.preschOol% Analyses of 'the latency.sdores yielded

no effetis of any kind. On.error scorea.t. 2re was a main effect for

Time i(1,44) = 44.72, p < .0001 and a Cohort x Time interaction effett

F(2,44) = 5.313 p.< .01. At the beginning of,the second year Cohort 1

had the highest error score, but in.the, opring had a score lower than

Cohort 3 and about the same'as Cohort 2.

There was a main effect for Income Group F(1,44) = '5.31, p-< .025

but also an Income Group x Time interaction effect F(1,44) = '5.07,

p <.05. Although the fall error score of the high-income group was

Significantly,lower than that of the low-income group, the spring'Scores

df the two groups were about the same.

Income group differences (all cohorts combines) in the classification
.1

the subjects by category0"(reflective, impulsive etc.) are shown in



-.4!HIt will be.noted_thai-mnre of the low: than the high 7incoMe-'

,

Insert Table 5-about here

'subjects were lipuisivei butthat this,differencewas reduced Over

time.:::,Wh.ereas.at-the beginning of their second ten of the-lbw-

, .

income (42%) and 5,0 the high-income .(19%) subjects were still impuls

ive; at the end of that year'only-4 of,the low-l.ntoMe'.(1:7%) and orie

of the high-income !ubjects

(4) Teacher Ratings

First preschool year.

(4%) were impulsive.

. .

'There 'were Cohort xTime interationeffects

on five of the six measures (all but Self-diteCtioh). In every cac:e

-

these.indicated that Cohort 1., although:rated lower :than the other:tWo
AJ

17/ ./ cohorts in the fall, received the highest ratings inthe spfing, suggesting

that the Children in this.cohort had made the greatest performance gains.

The statistical, reliability of these effects' ;wee, as, follows: Mastery

Y(1,54) = 34.13, p < .0001,,$elf-managament F(1;54) = 30.01, 70.001,

Curiosity F(1;54) = 37.51, p'e .0001, Creativity F(1,..54)= . .019.

Imagination F(2,54) = 3.28, p < :04. Furthermore on IMagination there

was aleo.a. Cohort x Incote Group interaction effect F(2;54) = 3.28,: p"< .05

and a,Cohort"x Incoine. Gtoup x Time.in0Yacticiti effeCt'F(2,54) = 3.90, p<

The loW income. subjects in Cohort 1 gained mor than any other income gtonp, in
.

any cohort and'by the' end. of the.year were rated as being slightly more imagin-

ative than their kigh-income counterpart's;

There were.signifieant.Time effects on all six measures indica

that.all'of the cohorts made s nificant,gains and there was an Income

Group effect on only one measure..' s was Creativity (high-income

children rated higher than'low-income c ildren) F(1,54) = 6.86, p < .01



Number of subjects in e KRISP Category at each testing time
'by incomet group

Tale 5,

Category

_(untestablej

Vqxy -reflective

Reflective

Average

1.0-1ftcome
Year /1. Year 2

Fall Spring Fall Spring

Fast Accurate 4
Impulsive -4..

Very Impulsive, 2:

Hig4-Tneome.

Year /1 VeaF
Fall Apring Fall :Spririg

.. 0 0., O. 0

0 0

1 \3 0 1

5 8 6 7

8 6 . 13 .3

1 8 . 3

1,, 2 , ,1

0:

No; S's tested '16 16 24 24 20 : 20 .26 26

6
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Second preacho61. year There were main'effects:for Cohort on

..

twoateaeUreewhiCh,ShOweil:that;CohOrt.l'cion4nued (dUring 7ie.'eecond.

year) to be rated more-highly than the other two 'cohorts (WithC ort.2

rated fiigherthan COhott TY: These wereSeLfdirection-0(2,40

.

.05 aiid Cbriosity F(2,44) = 14:46 p .001. However, Cohort 1 did

on all measur4s,. There were significant:not:maintain its superior ratings

Cohqxt x Time interaction effect; on Self-management F(2,44) = 24.93)

'...p .<

the

.0001 and Imagination F(2,44) = 12.28, p .001. On these;

iating0-f6f7cohort 1 fell from the highest in theffall, to the lowest

in the spring, of all-three cohorts.. It was Cohort 3-that made 'the

greatest gains on these measures in the second preschool year.

There were significant main effects for Time on Mastery, Curiosity

eindlCreativity indicating that all of the cohorts made significant gains.

In:this year'Income Group effects were again found for Creativity F(1,44)

= 11.54, p < .005, and emerged also for Mastery F(1,44) = 3.98, p. .05*

and Self-ManageMent F(1'054) =:3.88 p (high-income.acorea greater

than.low-income scores).
\.

Summary arid. discussion. /he value of these findings:for asseeSing:

the effects of the:changes in the Program_froM;year 1 to year 2 was:

beciuse.the Cohort 1 data .fore year 1 were incomplete. However,

I -besides loo at the teacher ratings of performance (which were complete)

it.was possible to compare the test peiformance of Cohort i with that of

the other two cohorts at the tart of the second preschool year.,

. As judged by teacher'rA ngs, Cohort 1 children improved during their

first preschool year in Mastery motivation, Self management 'ski

Curiosity, Creativity and Imagination more than did the children in either..
.

of.the.o r two-cohorts. This.euggests that the more informal program

1.



offered to Cohort 1 may ave been more effective'in improving

thesetypes o learning.and problewsolving styles than were the

more; trUctured.programs Offered-in Subsequent years.
_ .

, . '

At the:beginning-of the second year the overall,performance

of the three cohortson "Think-it Through" was about the same.' However,

the 1,ow-inpome Aubjects in Cohort 1 ha... init4a1 solution eyaluation

sub-test scores which (unlike the low-income children in .the ;,other two'
. __

.

cohorts) we equal to those of their high- income:-counterparts . There

1

were no cohort-differences on "Make a Tree", but there were such diff-

erences on the KRISP. CohoOt 1 had the highest KRISP'iLor scores of

any cohort, and the percentage of subjects who were still performing

impulsively was greatest in Cohort 1 (42.8i as compared'with

Cohort 2 and 33.3%-in dohort 3). This finding was consistent with the

results obtained at the end ofthe first year, using a different test

/ ,

of impulsivity, which indicated that the informal program had not bfen
. .

verlr.effective in reducing impulsivity especially in the low-indome

children.

Regarding socio-economic'differences'and the compensatory effects

prograM, it is noteworthy that, when the children were in their

first eschool year thei teachers judged the low-income subjects to be

just as s 1f- directed, motivated to achieve, curious and imaginative

(though not as creative or,, at the start, as self-controlled), as Wet'

the high'indOme subjects and, when they were in their second year, again

judged theM,to-:beabOut the same. as the.high.income subjects on everything.'

exceptcreatiVity, self-management and,'At:this levek, alsci mastery. It

,

'is also' noteworthy that. although theteaChers.'consistently judged the



low-income groups to be less creative, their perfordance on Circus

Make a Tree (a test of creativity) was not significantly different

_

rom that of the high-in me groups.

_

The largest initial in ome group differences wee found with, the

,*.m1RISP. Significantly more.o the low than the high-income subjects

were impulsive on' this tes and while the informal program in the first

'year did little to modify such behavior the more structured programs

were quite successful in doing so. Finally there.were. significant

income group differences which favoured, the high-income group On problem

solving; Bowever, these decreased over time and were eliminated at last

in the more intellectually able half of the low-income sample.-

Intellectual and Cognitive Abilities

,:- Three tests in this area ( the Binet, Circus "Say and Tell", and

Circus "How Much' And How Many") were not given during the first,, year of

the project: Therefore, data on the performance of Cohort 1 subjects on these
..._ .

tests was not obtained during their'first'preSchool year. The.PreSchool

Inventory data were, however, complete.

(1)'- Preschool Inventory

First year in preschool. There were significant'Cohort x Time

interaction effects on two sub-scores:. (a) "DoWX Know" F(1,54). = 4.39;

p. .02 and (b) Concept Numerical F(1,54) = 4.14 .13 < :02. During their

first year in preschool hothCohorts 2 and 3 reduced their 'bon't Know"

scores and increased their Concept Numerical scores from fall to spring

more than did Cohort 1. On the Concept Numerical scores there was also

a significant Cohort x Income Group x Time interaction effect F(2,54),
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.01, Although theloWincome subjects in CohOrtS 2 and 3

I ,aired more in nnMbee'thentheir loW-incoMe counterparts in\Cohort 1,

the high-income subjects in all three cohorts made similar gains:

There were main effects for Income Group and Tillie on the total

score and all of the sub-scores. The high-income ubjects scored higher,

than thelow-income subjects; but both groupi made significant gains.

were also IncOme,Group x Time interactioneffects on both...%;he

"Don't Know" score F(1,54) '= 9.41 p < .004' and the Concept Sensory score

= 43, p .04. In each case the low- income subjects improved

'more than the high-income subjecti and the difference-betWeen them was

reduced.

Second-year-in-preschool. The analyses of the data for this, year

yielded nq significant cohort effects. All three cohorts made sign*
. \

icant, but comparable gains' from fall to spring on the total score and

all- of the sub-scores.,

In general the high-dncome:subjects continued to perform better

than the low-income subjeCts,'but there were significant IncomegGroup
.r

1

x Ti e-interaction effects on the Vital score F(1,44) = 7.3, p-< .01

and three sub - scores: Personal- social F(1,44) = 16.09; p < .001, Concept-

numerical F(1,,44) .m1I-5.24f P..5:05 and.Conce6t-sensory F(1444) '711.78,,

p- < .005. ...16-all cases the low-income subjects made greater 'gains fromi'
(

.
.

.
.

. ..

.. .

fall to spring than did the high-income subjects and the differences

.between the grobpswere reduced. The gradual reduCtion in the size of

the difences in the-over-all performance of the high- and loW-inCome
\

,

children on this teSt pver time is shown by cohort in Figure 5 Changes

.. .

4



in tine mean scores of the subjects (all cohorts combined)

income group are shown in Figure 6. It ia'also worth noting that,

at the last testing time, the ovgr-all performance of the more intell-
.

ectually able'half of the low- income group was not significantly diff-

ereht from. that ofthe high-income group (Means: high-income 57.2:.,

morerable low-income 53.75). The difference. between the high-income

children and the less able low-income children had also been reduced

jmean-of less able low-incoMe =44.50).

(2) , Binet IQ'

The mean Binet Ns obtained at each assessment time are shown by

Cohort and income group in Table 6. The low-income subjects in Cohort 2

Insert Table 6 about here

1
appearea to make the greatest"gains, but no main effects for Cohort were

found, suggesting that the changes made in .the program did not have. a

differential effect on IQ gains. 0

At every testing time the mean IQ of the high- income group was

greater than that of the low- income group. Both groups made significant

gains and althoUgh,there wan- a tend toward greater IQ gains in the lowo

,a7

than in the high-income group (over the two academic years, on the alrage

16 as compared with 9 IQ. po.Li.0 this difference was not !large enough" to

be significant.
1
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Figuri 5. Preschool Inventory: Changes in themean scores over time by income group and _cohort



Figure' 6. Ireschool Inventory:' Chapg0 in the' mean .scopes over time

5 . income group.
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Binet IQ and range of scores at each testing time by Cohort and Income Group.

'short. 1
.4

tow income
-k

9

Income 8

All S's. 17

First Year In PreschodT- Second Year In Preschool

n Fall Spring n Falls Spring

01h.port: 2

Low Income 4 86 (77-91) .100 (93,110).

High fncome .13 I 114. (94-134) 118 (102136)

17 107 (77-134) -113 ( 93-136)

ohort

;;;Low Income. 12 88 (68-112) 96 (75-118)

11:11gh- Income 14. 1 106 ,(62-129) 113 174-145)

all S's , 26 97 (62 129f 105 (74-145),

111CohortS^

Low Income 16. .87_(68-112) 97 (75-118)

::;t1righ: Income
4

27 110..(62-134) 115 (74-1'45)

S's 43 101 02-134) .'108- (74-145)'

N.

8 95 (77-108) ,104 (86-13O

6 111:(102-121) 118 (91-129:

14 102(77121) 110 (86-130)

15

11

9

20

_ . .

93 (82-108)

118. (101-132)

lil (82-132)

98 (74,126)

114 (86-130)

105 (74-130)

.106 (104710i

120 (1.01,13i

117 (101-13

, -

./.1;

100 165-120)

117 (92-1341

108 (85,1341

96 (74-126) 103 (85-130)

115 (86-T32) . 119 (81-:1'

106 (74-132) .111 (85-135,
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There were, however, wide individual differences in the size of-

'the-IQ-gains-made-by-individualsubjects especially in-the-low-income

group. Of fifteen low-income children who:we re. tested in both their
.

. .
.. .

.

first and second year, five made gains Of \Ter 20 IQ points (,range

20-28) five made gains of 14 Or 15 IQ points, Onegained 10 points-and

. the other four made no apparent gains.

The range of scores for the 16 low-income ..o"billdren,who were tested

in their first7year -in,:preschool was, in the fall, .68 -112..Nifie of the'se

subjects (53.3%) had IQs below'normal, but by the end of the year this

Ataber hadbbeen reduced to four (25%).. The range of scores of the 23

'..low- income subjects tested in their second preschool year was, in the fall,

74-126. Nine of these subjeCts (39%) tested below normal at the beginnin4

of the year'but, by the spring, this number had been reduced to 3 (13%)

and none of these three children had adores below 85.

Reference hhs already been made to data analyses in which the perform-
'.

ance of the more- and less-intellectually able subjects in the low-income

sample was- compared. The reason for splitting the low-incomd. group was

as follows. ,Itseemed reasonable to assume that after a 611 year in pie-

school and a substantial amount of experience in test situations; the

performance of the subjects on the Binet would yield a fairly reliable.

measure of their IQs. Since IQ provides some measure of learning ability,

it was expected-that the brighter subjects higher IQs) would

benWellioreE'froim:the:edlicational program than the subjects with lower

The.24 subjects were'therefore divided into two groups on the basis of

- the average of the two IQ scores which. they each obtained during'

56
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their second preschool year. Th more able group of 12 subjects

.

(6 of whom were in Cohorts 1 and 2 ane 6 in Cohort 3) had ameam_IQ
:

of 107 (iange 99.5 - 123) and the less able group of 12 subjects had

. IQ of 90.(range.79-99).

. By and large the loW-income children with-the-lewest_I2s at.preschool

entry made the,greatest IQ gains. Of the 15 children who were tested

in two consecutive years the eight with the lowest scores(IQs.88 or below)

gained on.the average 19 IQ points, but the seven with the highest scores.'

(IQ'90 or above) gained on the average 7.4. IQ points.
4.

Although it was the children with the lower IQs who jnade the-largest

IQ-gains, it was -those with the highest. IQs' who made the greatest gains on
e- )

thecognitive and academic achievement tests.

A3) Circus: "Say and Tell"

-First year in preschool. Analysis of the Cohort 2 and 3 data for
.

their firstpreschool"year indicated that the programs offered them had

about the same kind. of impaCt on their language developMent. There was only

.

one. significant Cohort'xTime interaction, effect. This,was on'Quality'ef.

-"Narration F(1,39) = 4.14 p < .05. Cohort.2 made grPater gains from fall to

spring than 'Cohort 3,but it will be recalled that more subjects in ,Cohort 3

than the other two cohorts presented special speech problems and their per-,

formance.on Narration was lower than that of the subjects-in Cohort-2 when

' they entered the program. Aiowever.both cohorts made significant gains during

this year.

Second year.in preschools Analysis of the'Cohort 1,2 and..3 data for

the second year in preschool yielded a .significant Cohort' x Time interaction

efect for Functiomil Languagelscoi-es F(2.44) = 4.84, p < .025. -Cohort 1

started with the lowest mean score (40.21 as compared with 49.26 for Cohort 27

5:7
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and 48%88 for Cohort but by the end of the year had gained 10.69

points as compared with 6.39 points for Cohort 2 and 0.92 points. for

Cohort 3.

Regarding the over-all compensatory impact of the program, when

the data on all cohorts were combined, it was.found that the scores-of

the high-income subjects were greater than those of the low-income sub-
!

. jects at each testing time, hut that the size of the difference betw^eii the

%

income groups had gradually dedreased over time. On functional language

1

there was a significant Income Group x Time interaction effect F(1,41) =

6.46, p < .025. The low-inciime subjects gained more than the higp-income

subjects. This finding is. shown graphically in Figure 7.

Insert Figure.7 about here

(4)' 'Circus: "How Much.and How Many".
. .

First year in preschool. Analysis of the Cohort 2 and 3 data for

thisyear in preschool yielded a 'significant%main effect for Cohort on-

the Counting sub-score, F(1,39) = 6.36'< 1025 and a marginalcOhort effect

on the total score F(1,39) = 3.94, p = .051. Cohort 2 sc red higher than

Cohort .3 on both of these meas e . There were also significant Cohort x

Income Group x Time interactioh effects on Counting F(1,39) = 9.65, p < .b05

and the total-adore F(1,39) = 8.52c p < .01.. On Cbunting, in Cohort 2, Na.

although both income groups made significant gains.the low-income group

gained more than the high-income group and almost reached equivalence with

it However, in Cohort 3, although the high-income group made significant

-- '.
[

gains the loW-incoMe group seemed to-make little progress and the differences

.between them were greater. in the spring than in the fall. On the total adore'

the results, were similar with the performance of the'two income groups becoMing
..-
/-:

')

more alike in Cohort:2 and more different in 'Cohort3 by,the spring testingl!time.
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Year
SPRING FALL

Year 2
SPRING

Figure 7., Circus Say (Functional language): 'Changes in

the mean scores over time by income group. °
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Second year in_ preschool_ Analysis of the Cohort 1, 2 and 3
- . -

data for this year in preschool again yielded significant main

effects for Cohort on Counting and the total score, and also on

relational terms. For the total score the significance leVel was

F(2,44) = 3.20,.p< .05. The performance of Cohort 2 was suPerior.

to that of the other two Cohorts in Counting, Relational Terms and

the totaj. score. Cbhort Land 3 performance was about the same

on Relational Terms and the Total score, but Cohort 1 had higher

scores than Cohort" on Counting.

In Counting,the law-incomesubjects.in Cohort 2 made such great

gains, that at theendof the.year their scores were equal to thoSe

of the high-income subjects, butthoie in Cohort 1, tended to fall

further behind. .1n the spring the-difference between them and their

high- income counterparts was greater than it had be'n in the fall. In'

Cohort 3, by the beginning of 'the second year the differences betWeen

the low- and high-income groups had begun to ecrease,(1:e. wore not as

large:as they had been at the end of the'first year) but the low-income.

. .

.subjects seed to'be making pi:ogress that was no better than that made'

by the low-income subjects in Cohort 1.

The,poor performance of Cohort 3, relative to'Cphort 2, particularly

on this testi was difficult to understand in view of the emphasis on

number which had been built into the curriculum. The data for this

cohokt were, therefor , more Ci6Sely examined and it was found that the
.

cohort contained-twOsdbjects.whose scores were atypically low, not only

on this measure, butealsoon most of the other measuresias_well. The means

for Cohort 3.With the scores of these two subjects excluded were therefore

/ -0)
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These are presented for the second preschool year in

Table 7. For comparative purposes, the mean scores for this reduced

Cohort.3 sample 'on the other cognitive measures are also shown, along

A

with the mean scbres of the other twocohOrts.

Insert Table 7 abouthere

The results thus obtained made more sense. When the atypical

children were excluded,Cohort 3 performance looked as good as Cohort 2
. .

. 4'
and better than COhort 1 Performance: Ten of the 12 Cohort 3 subjects

did well on number. They made greater gains than their high-income

counterparts after their first year in preschool, and at'the end of the

second year had completely. "Caught-uputO them.
e .

The over -all compensatory impact of.the:Trogram is shown, graphically

for all subjects (cohorts. combined) in Figure 8. The mean score of the

Figure. 8 about heie

high-income group ias. greater than that of the low-income grouP_at each

testing time. Also in the first academic year, there was a trend toward

anincrease in the size of the differences between the income groups..

However, beginning in the fall of the second year the' differences between

the groups began to diminish and the performance curves of the two income

groups began to, converge, 'It is also again worth noting that, at the last

testing time, the performance level attained by the half of the lcA?-income

group. with the highest IQs was about equal to that of the hip-income

- -

group. (Mean scores: high-income 33.23; more able half of the low- income

ee.



Tible 7

Mean scores on the cognitive measures by Cohort and IncometGroup
for the second year in preschool.

n4

Low-Income
Fall Spring n.

High-Income
Fall Spring

Circus: How Much
& How Many

Cl 8 21.5 26.9 6 27.0 34.5
C2 4 25.2' 31.0 11 31.9 34.7
C3* 10. 23.2 29.2 9 26.9 30.6

Preschool Inventory
Cl 8 37.2 48.5 6 50.3 55.5

, C2 \.2...... 4 40.8 52.5 11 .. 54.1 58.4
C3* 10 40.8 51.5 9 48.8 56.7

.

Circus: Say & yell
(Funct. Lang.)

Cl t 8 35.8 49.6 6 44..7 52.2
C2 7-- 41: . 41.2 49.8 11 57.3 61.5-
C3* 10 43.$ 48.5 9 .57.7 59.1

*The means for Cohort 3 are based on the performance Of 10 of the
12 subjects (excluding the atypical snores of tWa-slOw learners).



\

High Income ---

Figure-8. Circus How Much & How Many ( Number) f Changes in 'the

mean scores .over time by income group.

Lwe w6J1.
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,

,Summary of findings and. discussion.

/.(1) Preschool Inventory: All. cohorts made significant gains. The

,low-income subjects in CohOrts '2 and 3. made .greater concept-numerical

sub-score gains than did.thejow-inCome subjects in Cohort 1.in their-

first,' but not in their second preschool year. The gains made by the
w.

high-income subjects in all three cohorts were not significantly

different.

The high-income subjedtS tall cohorts cOmbined) obtained' higher

scores than the low income subjects at each'testing time,, but the low-

income subjects made. greater gains than the-high-income Subjects,' espec-

ially in their Second preschOol year, and the differences between them,

were greatly reduced.

.(2) Binet IQ: All cohorts. made significant,-but'approxitately _equiva-

lent gains.

The low - income, subjects made somewhat greater gains than the high-

incote subjects but this difference was not large enough to be sign-
,

ificant.

There were wide individual differences in the ,gains made'by the

subjects, especially in'the low-income group, with three-quarters ok

them showing significant geins'ranging from 10 to 28 ip points. ,However,

-- ,

,-,--

the IQS of one quarter of the low-income grow did not change very much.

(3) Circus: Say & Tell: All cohorts made significant gabns. In

:/

.

second -year in preschool Cohort 1 made greater gains in functional

language than did either of the other two 'cohorts but their final" per-

formance was about the same.

Although the scores of the high-income subjectS, were greater than
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those'of the low- income subjects at eaqh testing time, the low-

income-subjects made greati.r gains than the high-income subjects

especially in; the second year and the differences between them

. were greatly redubed.

(4) Circus: "How Much and_How Many"

The low-income subjects in Cohorts .2 and 3 made on the average

greater gains than did theircounterparts in Cohort 1.

.. In Cohort 2 both,incomp groupsmade sigriificant, gains in'both
4

the fiiSt andthe second-preschool year but, in the' first, year, as

Well as imthe second'year,1 the low-income group gained more than.the L.

,.
high- income group and-the differences Oetween.them'were greatly reduced.:.

InCohort 3 the high - income group made greater gains than -the

low - income group in the first years However, in the second year, ten

.

of the twelve low-income subjects, cons,idered as-a group) in this
°.-...-,_

cohort made greater gains t

1

an the high-income subjects' and by the end,
.':

of the second year their performance was not significantly different

from/that of the high-incom subjects.

,'

-,Program Effects. The findings presented in Table 7 suggest that the
/ -

Crease in-the emphasis 'on the cognitive aspects' of the program had

effect on the achievemefitsLof the lOw-, though not the high- income
.

children. Most of the low-income subjects in Cohort 3 and those in Cohort

2 had higher scores than their counterparts :in Cohort 1 on the

cognitive measures at the beginning of'the second year and, except in

language, maintained this advantage until the end of the year.

--
However, the program changes did not Aapear to aater the effects on IQ,

All'three cohorts: (and.both,income:groupS) made sie-nificant, but roughly
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Compensatorle'Effects. Over the.woyear period the 'ow- income

children improved their performance relative to that-of the high-
. 0

income.children on all of the intellectdal and cognitive measures. The

greatest IQ and,also)performanCe gains, made by both income groups,

1 110

occurred duri)ng the children's first yearin preschool. However, during

thi first year the subjects, more often tikan riot, made
1

g4eater gains than the lows income subjects, and; the: differences betweel,

the income groups increased. Hoi/ever, during the summer months most of

-_the low-income subjects continued to-maxe gains which were large

-)

to reduce the sizeofthe differences:between the income.groups),by the-

enough

fall of the second year, -Then, during the second year, on all achieve-

merit measures, the low-income'subjedts made, greater gains than the high-

income subjects and the differences between the, income groups were sub;-

stantially reduced: In thiS process the more "intellectually-able.hill

of the low-income groUp played an. mportant role. Whileitheir.IQs were

significantly lower than those of the high-income group, they achieved a

/ - 1.

level of performance On the cognitive measures which was just about equiv-

alent to that .of t

income children at

- income group. Over time, aS these more,able lo4=

achieve ent leyels Comparable to the -high- income

them and the less able low-income subjects.subjects, the diffe efiCes b

greap.y inczesd. On the preschoOl.inVentoty, Circus "How Much and How

Mri10" and so Circus "Think it Through", but not.Circus "Say.and Tell"

functional _language,.the differences between the high- and the low-ability

low-income children were greater than the differences` between the

income and high-ability low-incolLe Ctildren.

Aigamffigtzi



Program Effects

Discussion
s

These results indicated that the less structured, or more

informal, prograth offered in the first year( and to some extent in

the second year) of the project, had More beneficial effects on

social development.of both the low- and:the'high7incOme children than

did the.meorestructured Programe offered. in thethitd and fourth years.

The.moreinformal programs also appeared to be just as effective as; the

. .

more structured-programmin producing IQ gains and improVing the children's

motivation for learning, their selfmanagement skills.anetheir'tendenCy

to be creative and imaginative. They were, howeyer,.less effective, at

least with thel.ovrincome children in improvingcognitive styles
. .

reducing).mptilsivityk and increasing cognitive competence tn conceptual
11'

areas.

Thefactthat the children in the less ptructured programs increased,

U

'their social competence more than did the children in the more structnred

programs was not surprising. Suariative'evaluations 'Riede' at the end of the

.second__year_of. the Project :suggested that,. in the second.. year-,- the

year-olds in the program hacrthade less progress in learning to interact

with*their eers 'than Oad the three-year-oldsp theprogram during the

.first year. Also formative evaluations of the P ograth, espedially_titidee.

made during the third project year,indicated tOathe more structured

programs were, inducing high levels. of constructive taek-oriented,.butnon-

social play and increasing -the.amount. of time the children were engaged in-

.activities_witha teacher, .



One poSsible explanation-for the greater increase in social c6fil=
.

Petence in the Cohort-1 than the Cohort 2 and 3 children

teacher ContrOL:Ofthe:childrenlei .Vitiesanci-atiretide. and opiiirtun-

ities for peer interaction in the first project year permitted the

. Cohort 1. children to obtain,.as thiee year olds, more socia e*perience;-

that this greater amo t.of social experience resulted in ple abquIsftion

of I. (

of a greater amount of social knOwledge and skill; and that thissocial

learning, in turn, accounted for the more rapid improvement in the lity

and effectiveness of their peer,interactions, especially when'they

,four year olds in their'second preschool'year. Anotherpossibleeip an-%

ation isthat the greater amount of. Social interaction.with peers ich may
/

'-have occurred in the first. year ,;provided more cognitive stimula ion and
. /.,,

- increased the cOgnitive.competence ofthe Cohort 1..children espe ially in

, .

N social situations.
4..

Since the-ability to interact ::superior

and effective ways wjth peers .(as measured by the i.1,Q-ES) has'bee found

tti'be associated with certain "types. of social understanding and role raking

sk4ls (i.6.7-the bility to knoW what another ,pers9n'is, for exampka,.feeli&J

and thinking) then any improvement in such skills (i.e. social cognation)

,

114.diale_expeCted,to pirialire_gpeater:PI',L@ES,Azins.AWright,-1?7/7a.; A:thirol-poSS

,

explanation is. that the .COhort 1. Children were, from:the stait,'..MorecOgriir
9

,,pively competent, than the children in tile other two 4Fohorts. However, this

Was clearly not the-case. The over-all cognitive abillUes of the cohort's

.did not differ widely, tiUt.the-one that consistently scored slightly.higher

the others was Cohort

The fact that the changes in the program did not-affect IQ gains was
6

a34knot surprising. It has been found r epeatedly (Horowitz & Paden, 1973;
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Hiller & Dyer, 1975) that "well-run preschoOl programs which differ

in many respects can produce comparable intellectual and also cognitiVe.

.

-gains. For.example, Weikart (1972) found that when three very different

types of prOgrams (cognitively- oriented, language -based direct instrunt-.-.

ion, traditional unit-based). were mounted in his own laboratory, with

equal care for quality, they produced equivalent rebults. Since'theUWO

ptograms iIffered in the four years were-alike in more respects than they

were different, they were expected to.have a more or.less equivalent

general itpact on the'int7liectual functioning of.the children.

Weikart's study (referred to above) led him to conclude that the

'success of a preschool program depended not so much on its theoretical

orientation, but on its over-all quality, and that "quality" was mainly,a

function of the motivation of the teachers, their active. involvement, in

. _

planning and implementing the program and their determination to make. it a

success. He'sugqested that once a program was fully eetabli'shed,- running

smoothlyand everyone and everything was "organized" it might lose some

of its effectiveness. The_UWO_program was well'established by its fourth

year and the IQ gains made, during that year, by the law-income subjects

(i.e. Cohort 1 in its second, year) were not as impressive as befdie;

.

However, the program did not lose its effectiveness in p oducing conceptual

gains in these same children. In the description of the subjects presented

o

earlier it was pointed out that the low-income subjects in Cohort 3repre-.

sented a somewhat more culturally and economically disadvantaged group than

did the low-income subjects in the first two cohorts and that the families

in Cohorts 1 and 2 had received more faVourable treatment daring the project

,

than had the families in dofiatt 3. It was thought, therefore, that the
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low-income Cohort 3 children might not respond to the program as

7.

well as' their counterparts in the first two cohorts. This was not,

however, the case. When the'concep uaI gains made by the 12 "scholarship"

(Cohorts 1 and 2) children and the l2 "subsidized". (Cohort 3) children

were compared no Significant differe ces.were found.

. The iindi\ig that greater cogni ive,benefits'were derived by tl- low-

income children in the. more, than t,he less structured programs is consist-

ent with the findings of a number f other investigators. It appears that'

children from homes in which the .arents provide relatively-little cognitive

stimulation, 'can be greatly hel d to develop their conCeptual_abilities,if
,

they are given individual atte ion and stimulation by a teacher who is

both interested in them and sitive to their needs.

. ,4
. -

Finally, it is perhaps w tth noting that the Cohort which made the..

greatest cognitive gains w Cohort 2 and that this Cohort was in a somewhat
. t

less strudtured program in its first preschool year and a more structured

program during its second preschool year. The subjects who made the smallest

cognitive gains were the least able (with lowest IQs) low-income children

in Cohort 3 and these children were in the more structured programs i both

sc feir first and second preschool years. It may be that.the teacher-guided

small grow activities in which these slow-learners were involved when they

were three-year-olds discouraged them, or in some way affected them adversely

rather than favourably. It may be wiser, therefore, to. offer three-year-old

. children from low-income families who have low IQs (70 or below) more time

for free play.and "discovery" learning, during their first preschool year

and to delay offering very much in the way of small group teacher-guided

'70
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activities, which focus on the development of ConceptUal abilities;

until they are four-year-olds in their second preschool year.:

Compensatory Impact ,

While there were modest cohort effects, as discussed above, the

size of each income group in each cohort wassmall;, and some of the

reported income group effects may have been spurious. Therefore,in

evaluating the overall compensatory impact of the program the subjects

in each income group in all,three cohorts were combined.

It was hypothesized earlier that, if the high-income children had

highei IQs than the low7incomE children ,(suggesting that they had more

learning ability) then, if equal opportunities were offered fcr,learning

"new" skille the initial performance of tiw income groupswould-be similar,

.13t the rierformance gains would be different, with the high-income childreA

making greater gains than the loW-incOme children If, on the other hand,

opportunities for acquiring abilities which' were already present in the

homes of the.high-h but not in the homes cf the low-income children?were

offered the initial performance levels of the income groups would be very

different (with the high-income children obtaining higher scores than

the low- income children), but over time the low- income children would

make greater gains than the high-ihk::ome children-and the. differences between

their performance lev'eis would decrease.; It was therefore argued that if

the initial differences f3und between the income groups did not increase

over time-and, particularly if these differences decreased, then the

conclusion that the irogram had had compensatory effects was justified.
1
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The initial differences between file .high-. and the low-income

,

children were greatest-in the cognitive areas, including cognitive

L:
style (impulsivity) and smalleet*the social, motivational, and

,,
.

learning styles areas. ThiS suggested. that the high-income children

had had more, cognitive stimulation, but no more opportunities for

social learning in their hOmesian--htlaeV-th low-income children and

that the environment Of.both income, groUPs had been more or less

equally su rtive.of the development of learning styles such as self-
..

directi n, mastery motivation, and curiosity.

.

The results were there-;

for in line with the hypothetical predictions made above.

The prOgramthadiitS greatest coMpensatoryeffects in

ectual.and. cognitive ar as. The. reduction in the size of

ences between the mean IQs of the income groups over time

the inteil-

the differ-

was not large,

in spite ofthe factthat three quarters of the low-income subjects made

significant, and very large IQ gains. This was because the high-incope

subjects who were not expected to increase their IQ scores very much,

also made significant gains: When the size of the differenCe_in the

IQ level of the groups is taken into account theeducational,echievements

(language and.conceptual learning) accomplished by the low-income-child,-

ren, relative to the high-income.children, are remarkable. While there

was a tendency on some measures(e.g. Circus: How Much and HaW Many) for

the performance. curves of the income groups to diverge'by the end of the.

first year, they inva'niably began to converge in the Isecond year. That is,

the low-income subjects made greater gains than the high-income children

and began to "catch -up ". By the end of the two year period the -differ-

ences between the income groups on all of the cognitive measures had been
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reduced. In no case had they increased and the more intellectually

able half of the low-income children (with average or better IQs in

their_ econd,preschool year)'had, in most instances completely caught

up to the high-income children. It should alSobe emphasized that pone.

Of-these findings could be accounted for in terms of ceiling effeCts.

It was in the social area that the program did not seem to have

compensatory effects, in the sense that it made up for oPportunities

for learning available to the high but not to the lowLincome children.

Both income groups appeared to be learning "new" skills. Their abilities_

.

at the start were roughly equal, but over time,. the high- income children

made greater gains than the low-income children and they bedame less

rather than more. like them. Both of the measures, of Sodial,competence,

espeCiallythe P1, Q -ES correlated positively Kith'anumber of the

Measures of, cognitive competence qmployed in this study. Therefore the.

fact that the cognitive abilities of the high-income children were generally-
(

superior to .those of the low-income children may account for these findings.

Although in'this context, the gains in social. competence made by the
.

low-income Aubjec!s can not be discussed in "compensatory" terms they were

clearly, large.and significant. The children in both income groups became

much more tactful and influential in their relationships with their peers.

They. also improved their problem solving and learning styles, and became

more self-directed and self - controlled, more curious and persistent and

more creative and imaginative.

In summary it appeared that the AJWO progkam had been reasonably

successful in achieVing all of its,primary 'goals with both, the high- and

the low-. income children and that, foi the low-income children, the program

had. had compensatory value in the intellectual and cognitive areas inwhich

las needed most.. ;t n
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